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Classical Goppa codes are a special case of Alternant codes. First we prove that the
parity-check subcodes of Goppa codes and the extended Goppa codes are both Alternant
codes. Before this paper, all known cyclic Goppa codes were some particular BCH codes.
Many families of Goppa codes with a cyclic extension have been found. All these cyclic
codes are in fact Alternant codes associated to a cyclic Generalized Reed}Solomon code.
In (1989, J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 51, 205}220) H. Stichtenoth determined all cyclic
extended Goppa codes with this property. In a recent paper (T. P. Berger, 1999, in &&Finite
Fields: Theory, Applications and Algorithms (R. Mullin and G. Mullen, Eds.), pp.
143}154, Amer. Math. Soc., Providence), we used some semi-linear transformations on
GRS codes to construct cyclic Alternant codes that are not associated to cyclic GRS
codes. In this paper, we use these results to construct cyclic Goppa codes that are not
BCH codes, new families of Goppa codes with a cyclic extension, and some families of
non-cyclic Goppa codes with a cyclic parity-check subcode. ( 2000 Academic PressINTRODUCTION
Let K"GF(pm) be an extension of the "nite "eld GF(p) of prime order p.
Many codes de"ned over F"GF(p) are sub"eld subcodes of another code
de"ned over the extension K. For example, BCH codes are sub"eld subcodes
of Reed}Solomon codes, and more generally Alternant codes are sub"eld
subcodes of Generalized Reed}Solomon codes (GRS codes).
Let C be a code of length n over K invariant under a permutation p. Its
sub"eld subcode C@"CWFn is clearly invariant under this permutation p. It
is this property that is used to construct the known Goppa codes with a cyclic
extension (cf. [3]). Let p be a permutation of the support M1,2, nN and
c3Aut(K) be a "eld automorphism of K. Let us de"ne the action of (p, c) over255
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256 T. P. BERGERKn as follows: (p, c) (x
1
,2, xn)"(c(xp~1(1)),2, c(xp~1(n))). It is well known that
this transformation is semi-linear and isometric for the Hamming distance.
We notice a very simple property: if a code C over K is invariant under (p, c)
then its sub"eld subcode C@ over F is invariant under the permutation p, since
the action of c on F is the identity.
In [4], DuK r determined the semi-linear automorphism groups of GRS
codes. In [1], we used this result to determine all the cyclic Alternant codes
for which the cyclic property is induced by a semi-linear automorphism (p, c)
of the associated GRS code. In the following, we refer to these cyclic codes as
induced-cyclic codes.
Classical Goppa codes are a special case of Alternant codes. The purpose
of this paper is to apply our results to Goppa codes, their parity-check
subcodes and their extensions.
In Part I, after reminding some de"nitions, we prove that extensions of
Goppa codes and parity-check subcodes of Goppa codes are also Alternant
codes. These two families are in fact very close.
In Part II, we determine all the induced-cyclic Goppa codes. Some of these
codes are not BCH codes.
Finally, in Part III, we give a necessary and su$cient condition for
a Goppa code to have an induced-cyclic extension or an induced-cyclic
parity-check subcode. This condition leads to an algorithm for computing
such Goppa codes.
1. CLASSICAL GOPPA CODES, THEIR PARITY-CHECK
SUBCODES, AND THEIR EXTENSIONS
1.1. De,nitions
Let K be the "nite "eld GF(pm) and KM "KXMRN a set of coordinates for
the projective line.
DEFINITION. 1 LetL"(a
0
,2, an~1) be an n-tuple of distinct elements of
K and v"(v
0
,2, vn~1) be an n-tuple of non-zero elements of K. Let k be an
integer less than n. The Alternant code A
k
(v,L) is the code of length n over
F"GF(p) with parity-check matrix
M
k
(v,L)"A
v
0
v
1 2 2 vn~1
v
0
a
0
v
1
a
1 2 2 vn~1an~1
v
0
a2
0
v
1
a2
1 2 2 vn~1a2n~1
F F F F F
F F F F F
v
0
ak~1
0
v
1
ak~1
1 2 2 vn~1ak~1n~1
B ;
i.e., A
k
(v,L)"Mx"(x
0
,2, xn~1)3Fn DMk(v,L)tx"0N.
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k
(v,L) is a generator matrix of a GRS code over
K. Since the dual code of a GRS code is also a GRS code, the Alternant codes
are sub"eld subcodes of GRS codes.
DEFINITION 2. Let L"(a
0
,2, an~1) be as in De"nition 1. Let
g(x)3K[x] be a polynomial of degree r4n such that g(a
i
)O0 for
i"0,2, n!1. The Goppa code G(g,L) with Goppa polynomial g(x) and
support L is the Alternant code A
r
(v
g,L
,L) with
v
g,L
"(g(a
0
)~1, g(a
1
)~1,2, g(an~1)~1).
This de"nition of classical Goppa codes is equivalent to the usual one (cf.
[2, p. 340]).
Notations. Let G(g,L) be a Goppa code. For s"0,2, n!1 let us
de"ne the application /
s
of Kn in K by
/
s
(x)"n~1+
i/0
x
i
as
i
g(a
i
)~1.
The Goppa code G(g,L) is then the set of the elements x3Fn such that
/
s
(x)"0 for all s3M0,2, r!1N. Note that /s depends on g.
1.2. Parity-Check Subcodes of Goppa Codes
DEFINITION 3. The parity-check subcode CI of a code C of length n over
a "eld F is the subset of the elements x3C satisfying the parity-check control
m(x)"x
0
#x
1
#2#x
n~1
"0,
CI "G(x0 ,2, xn~1)3C D
n~1
+
i/0
x
i
"0H .
PROPOSITION 1. ‚et G(g,L) be a Goppa code. Its parity-check subcode
GI (g,L) is the Alternant code A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L) with r"deg(g) and
v
g,L
"(g(a
0
)~1,2, g(an~1)~1).
Proof. A word x3Fn is an element of A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L) if and only if
/
s
(x)"0 for all s"0,2, r, and x is an element of GI (g,L) if and only of
/
s
(x)"0 for s"0,2, r!1 and m(x)"+n
i/0
x
i
"0.
To prove this proposition, it is su$cient to prove that, under the assump-
tion &&/
s
(x)"0 for s"0,2, r!1,’’ the relations /r (x)"0 and m(x)"0 are
equivalent.
If g(x)"+r
s/0
g
s
xs, then g
r
ar
i
"g(a
i
)!+ r~1
s/0
g
s
as
i
for all element a
i
of the
support L. We deduce from this relation that ar
i
g(a
i
)~1"
g~1
r
(1!+ r~1
s/0
g
s
as
i
g(a
i
)~1).
258 T. P. BERGERUsing the de"nition of /
s
(x), it follows /
r
(x)"g~1
r
(+n~1
i/0
x
i
!+ r~1
s/0
g
s
/
s
(x)).
Under the assumption &&/
s
(x)"0 for s"0,2, r!1,11 we have /r(x)"
g~1
r
m(x) which proves the proposition. j
1.3. Extended Goppa Codes
DEFINITION 4. The extension by parity-check of a code of length n over
F is the code CM of length n#1 de"ned by
CM "Gx6 "(x0,2, xn)3Fn‘1 Dx"(x0,2, xn~1)3C and
n
+
i/0
x
i
"0H.
Following DuK r for GRS codes [4], we extend the de"nition of Alternant
codes by adding the point at in"nity to the supportL of an Alternant code.
Notation. IfL"(a
0
,2, an~1) is an ordered set of n distinct elements of K,
then LM "(a
0
,2, an~1, R).
DEFINITION 5. Let L"(a
0
,2, an~1) be an n-tuple of distinct elements of
K and v"(v
0
,2, vn) be an (n#1)-tuple of non-zero elements of K. Let k be
an integer less than n#1. The Alternant codeA
k
(v,LM ) is the code of length
n#1 over F with parity-check matrix
M
k
(v,LM )"A
v
0
v
1 2 2 vn~1 0
v
0
a
0
v
1
a
1 2 2 vn~1an~1 0
v
0
a2
0
v
1
a2
1 2 2 vn~1a2n~1 0
F F F F F F
F F F F F F
v
0
ak~2
0
v
1
ak~2
1 2 2 vn~1ak~2n~1 0
v
0
ak~1
0
v
1
ak~1
1 2 2 vn~1ak~1n~1 vn
B ,
i.e., A
k
(v,LM )"Mx"(x
0
,2, xn~1)3Fn DMk (v,LM )tx"0N.
Remark. The matrices M
k
(v,LM ) were introduced by DuK r (cf. [4]) and he
called the codes generated by them Cauchy codes.
As usual, if g(x)"+r
i/0
g
i
xi is a polynomial of degree r, we de"ne g(R) as
the leading coe$cient g(R)"g
r
.
PROPOSITION 2. ‚et G(g,L) be a Goppa code. Its extension GM (g,L) is
the Alternant code A
r‘1
(v
g,LM
,L) with r"deg(g) and v
g,LM
"
(g(a
0
)~1,2, g(an~1)~1, g(R)~1).
Proof. If x6 "(x
0
,2, xn) denotes an element of Fn‘1, then x denotes the
element of Fn obtained by deleting the last coordinate: x"(x
0
,2, xn~1).
CYCLIC GOPPA CODES 259A word x6 3Fn‘1 is an element of GM (g,L) if and only if x is an element of
G(g,L) and +n
i/0
x
i
"0.
On the other hand, x6 is an element of A
r‘1
(v,LM ) if and only if
/
s
(x)"+n~1
i/0
x
i
as
i
g(a
i
)~1"0 for all 04s(r and /
r
(x)#x
n
g~1
r
"0, that is,
if and only if x3G(g,L) and /
r
(x)"!x
n
g~1
r
.
To prove our result, it is su$cient to prove that, under the assumption
&&x3G(g,L),’’ the relations /
r
(x)"!x
n
g~1
r
and m(x6 )"+n
i/0
x
i
"0 are
equivalent.
Using the proof of Proposition 1, we know that /
r
(x)"g~1
r
m(x) under the
hypothesis x3G(g,L). If /
r
(x)"!x
n
g~1
r
, this implies !x
n
"m(x), that is
m(x6 )"m(x)#x
n
"0. Reciprocally, if m(x6 )"0 then !x
n
"m(x) and
/
r
(x)"!x
n
g~1
r
. j
1.4. Conjugation of Goppa Codes
It is possible that two alternant codes A
k
(v,L) and A
k
(v@,L@) are equal,
even when their parameters v and v@ or L and L@ are distinct. In [4], DuK r
gave necessary and su$cient conditions for M
k
(v,L) and M
k
(v@,L@) to
generate the same code.
In this paragraph, we will give some conditions on the supports and the
Goppa polynomials that generate the same Goppa codes, or distinct Goppa
codes with the same parity-check subcode or the same extension.
First, we will remind the de"nitions of some linear groups considered as
permutation groups on K or KM :
d The a$ne group
AG‚(1, K)"MtDt(f)"af#b, f3K, a3K*, b3KN
d The semi-a$ne group
A!‚(1, K)"MtDt(f)"afpi#b, f3K, a3K*, b3K, 04i(mN
d The projective linear group
PG‚(2, K)"MtDt(f)"(af#b)/(cf#d), f3KM , a, bc, d3K, ad!bcO0N
with the calculus conventions 1/0"R, 1/R"0 and t(R)"a/c.
d The projective semi-linear group
P!‚(2, K)"MtDt(f)"(afpi#b)/(cfpi#d ), f3KM , a, bc, d3K,
ad!bcO0, 04i(mN with the same conventions as previously.
In the remainder of the paper we use the following notation and normaliz-
ation: if t is an element of P!‚(2, K), then
t(f)"afq#b
cfq#d , with ad!bcO0 and q"pi.
Moreover, since the scalars a, b, c and d are de"ned up to a multiplicative
factor, if c"0 we suppose that d"1 (that is t(f)"afq#b), and if cO0 we
suppose that c"1.
260 T. P. BERGERLet us de"ne the action of t on Goppa polynomials as follows: if r is the
degree of g(x), then
gt(x)"(cxq#d )rg(t(x))" r+
j/0
g
i
(axq#b)i(cxq#d)r~i.
In the same way, we de"ne the action of t on the support L by
t (L)"(t~1(a
0
),2,t~1(an~1)).
Suppose now that t is an element of the projective linear group PG‚(2, K);
that is, q"1. Let g be a Goppa polynomial such that g(a)O0 if c"1 (there
is no condition on g if c"0). Then the polynomials g(x) and g(x)t have the
same degree. LetL be a support of a Goppa code such that t~1(a
i
)OR for
all i; that is, no condition if c"0 and a"t(R)NL if c"1. Under these
conditions, it is possible to de"ne the action of t on the Goppa code G(g,L)
as follows: Gt(g,L)"G(gt, t(L)).
In that case we say that Gt(g,L) is the conjugate of G(g,L) by t.
The following proposition is well known:
PROPOSITION 3. „he Goppa codes are invariant by conjugation under the
a.ne group AG‚(1, K), that is Gt(g,L)"G(g,L) for all t such that
t(f)"af#b, aO0.
Proof. Let g@"gt and L@"t(L)"(a@
0
,2, a@n~1) (i.e., ai"aa@i#b). Let
/@
s
(x)"+n
i/0
x
i
a@
i
sg@(a@
i
)~1. An element x is in Gt(g,L) if and only if /@
s
(x)"0
for all s"0,2, r!1. Suppose that x3G(g,L), we have
/@
s
(x)"+n
i/0
x
i
(a~1(a@
i
!b))sg@(a~1(a@
i
!b))~1. The expression (a~1(a@
i
!b))s
is a polynomial of degree s in a
i
. Set (a~1(a@
i
!b))s"+s
j/0
j
j
aj
i
. Moreover, by
de"nition of g@, we have g@(a~1(a@
i
!b))"g(a
i
). We deduce g@(a~1(a@
i
!b))"
+s
j/0
j
j
/
j
(x)"0 for all s(r. That implies x3Gt(g,L). The reciprocal inclu-
sion is obtained by using t~1 on G(g@,L@). j
Remark. Extensions of Goppa codes and parity-check codes of Goppa
codes are in fact very close: both are Alternant codes A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L) asso-
ciated to a Goppa polynomial g of degree r. The only di!erence is R3L or
RNL.
The following theorem explains these links.
THEOREM 1. ‚et g be a polynomial of degree r and L"(a
0
,2, an~1) an
ordered set of n distinct points of the projective line KM . ‚et
t3PG‚(2, K), t(f)"(af#b)/(cf#d) with g(a)O0 if cO0. ‚et g@"gt and
L@"t(L). „he Alternant codes A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L) and A
r‘1
(v
g{,L{
,L@) are
equal.
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deg(g@)"deg(g)"r. We will prove the inclusion C@"A
r‘1
(v
g{,L{
,L@)-
C"A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L), the reciprocal inclusion is obtained by using t~1 instead
of t.
For c"0, the proof is that of Proposition 3. We suppose c"1.
Preliminary Remark. Let /
s
(x)"+
i|I
x
i
as
i
g(a
i
)~1 for 04s4r with
I"Mi D04i(n and a
i
ORN.
If RNL, x is an element of C if and only if /
s
(x)"0 for all s, 04s4r.
If R3L,x is an element of C if and only if /
s
(x)"0 for all s, 04s(r,
and /
r
(x)"!x
j
g~1
r
with a
j
"R.
To prove our result, it is su$cient to prove the inclusion C-C@. Let x be
an element of C.
For 04s(r, we have /@
s
(x)"+
i|I{
x
i
a@
i
g@(a@
i
)~1.
Moreover a
i
"t(a@
i
), and then a@
i
"(!da
i
#b)/(a
i
!a) .
If a
i
OR and a@
i
OR, we have a@
i
sg@(a@
i
)~1"(!ad#b)~r(a
i
!a)r~s
(!da
i
#b)sg(a
i
)~1.
Set P
s
(Z)"(z!a)r~s(!dz#b)s"+ r
k/0
j
k
zk. We consider four cases:
1. RNL and RNL@. This yields
/@
s
(x)"n~1+
i/0
x
i
(!ad#b)~r(a
i
!a)r~s(!da
i
#b)sg(a
i
)~1;
that is,
/@
s
(x)"(!ad#b)~r A
r
+
k/0
j
k
/
k
(x)B.
Under the hypothesis x3C, this implies /@
s
(x)"0 for all s, 04s4r; that is,
x3C@.
2. R3L and RNL@. Let j be the integer such that a
j
"R. In this
case we have a@
j
"!d and g@(a@
j
)"g
r
(!ad#b)r. We deduce /@
s
(x)"
(!ad#b)~r(x
j
(!d)sg~1
r
#+n~1
i/0,iEj
x
i
(a
i
!a)r~s(!da
i
#b)sg(a
i
)~1), that is
/@
s
(x)"(!ad#b)~r(x
j
(!d)sg~1
r
#+ r
k/0
j
i
/
k
(x))"(!ad#b)~r (x
j
(!d )s#
/
r
(x))"0 for all s, 04s4r. This implies x3C@.
3. RNL and R3L@. Let j@ be the integer such that a@
j{
"R.
/@
s
(x)" n~1+
i/0,iEj{
x
i
(!ad#b)~r(a
i
!a)r~s(!da
i
#b)sg(a
i
)~1.
We deduce /@
s
(x)"(!ad#b)~r(+r
k/0
j
k
/
k
(x)!+r
k/0
x
j{
P
s
(a
j{
)g(a~1
j{
)).
Notice that a
j{
"t(R)"a. We deduce P
s
(a
j{
)"0 for s(r, P
r
(a
j{
)"
(!ad#b)r, and g(a
j{
)"g(a)"g@
r
. Under the hypothesis x3C, this gives
/@
s
(x)"0 for s(r and /@
r
(x)"!g@
r
~1; that is, x3C@.
262 T. P. BERGER4. R3L and R3L@. Let j and j@ be the integers such that a
j
"R and
a@
j{
"R. As previously, a@
j
"!d, a
j{
"a, P
s
(a
j{
)"0 for s(r, P
r
(a
j{
)
"(!ad#b)r, and g(a
j{
)"g(a)"g@
r
.
This gives /@
s
(x)"(!ad#b)~r(x
j
(!d )sg~1
r
#+r
k/0
j
k
/
k
(x)!+r
k/0
x
j{
P
s
(a
j{
)g(a~1
j{
)). Under our hypothesis, this implies /@
s
(x)"0 for s(r and
/@
r
(x)"!g@
r
~1, that is x3C@. j
The signi"cance of this result lies in the fact that extended Goppa codes or
parity-check subcodes of Goppa codes that are &&conjugate’’ under the projec-
tive group PG‚(2, K) are equal.
In particular, there are distinct Goppa codes with the same parity-check
subcode, and parity-check subcodes of Goppa codes that are extensions of
another Goppa code.
2. INDUCED-CYCLIC GOPPA CODES
2.1. Induced-Cyclic Alternant Codes
Let C be a code of length n over K. Let p3Sym(n) be a permutation of the
support M0,2, n!1N. Let c : xCxpj be an automorphism of the "eld K. The
transformation (p, c) over Kn de"ned by (p, c) (x
0
,2, xn~1)"(c(xp~1(0)),2,
c(xp~1(n~1))) is a semi-linear transformation, which is isometric for the Ham-
ming distance (cf. [4, 1]).
If C is globally invariant under (p, c), the sub"eld-subcode C@"CWFn over
F is invariant under the permutation p, since the "eld automorphism c re-
stricted to F is the identity. Such a permutation p3Per(C@) is induced by the
semi-linear automorphism (p, c) of C.
In [4] DuK r determined all the semi-linear automorphism groups of Gener-
alized Reed}Solomon codes (i.e., the codes over K having a generator matrix
of the form M
k
(v,L)). Then it is possible to determine all the cyclic Alternant
codes for which the cyclic property is induced by a semi-linear transformation
of the corresponding GRS code. We call such a cyclic code induced-cyclic
code.
In [1], we determined all the induced-cyclic Alternant codes. We will recall
this result.
Notation. Let f3P!‚(2,K), f (f)"(afq#b)/(cfq#d ), (with the conven-
tions c"1, or d"1 if c"0).
Let us de"ne a map d
f
from KM to K* by
d d
f
(f)"cfq#d if cfq#dO0 and fOR.
d d
f
(f)"afq#b if cfq#d"0.
d d
f
(R)"1 if c"1 and d
f
(R)"a if c"0.
CYCLIC GOPPA CODES 263THEOREM 2 [1]. An Alternant codeA
k
(v,L) is induced-cyclic if and only if
1. there exists an element f3P!‚(2, K), such that the support L is the
orbit of an element a
0
3KM under f ;
2. there exists a scalar j3K* such that, for all i, i"0,2, n!1,
v
i‘1
"jvq
i
d
f
(a
i
)k~1 (with the convention v
0
"v
n
).
2.2. Characterization of Induced-Cyclic Goppa Codes.
Applying the preceding theorem to Goppa codes, it follows k"r!1 and
v
i
"g(a
i
)~1. Moreover, since L is the orbit of a
0
under f , it gives us
v
i‘1
"g( f (a
i
))~1. We obtain the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 4. A Goppa code G(g,L) is induced-cyclic if and only if
1. there exists an element f3P!‚(2,K), such that the support L is the
orbit of an element a
0
3KM under f ;
2. If r is the degree of g and j"d
f
(a
0
)r~1g(a
1
)g(a
0
)~q, then
d
f
(a
i
)r~1g( f (a
i
))"jg(a
i
)q for all i"0,2, n!1.
In this formula, q is the power of p associated to f.
We deduce the following theorem:
THEOREM 3. ‚et C"G(g,L) be a Goppa code (deg(g)"r(n). „he code
C is induced-cyclic if and only if
1. L is an orbit under a transformation f3A!‚(1, K) which ,xes the
in,nity point, i.e., c"0 and f (f)"afq#b.
2. g(axq#b)"arg1~q
r
g(x)q (g
r
is the leading coe.cient of g).
Proof. Using Proposition 4, it is easy to check that if conditions 1 and
2 are satis"ed, then C is induced-cyclic.
Conversely, suppose that C is induced-cyclic. Notice that L does not
contain the in"nity point (it is the support of a Goppa code) and it is an orbit
under f : it does not contain b such that cbq#d"0 (indeed f (b)"R).
For all i, i"0,2, n!1, we have df(ai)"caqi#d. Multiplying by caqi#d,
Condition 2 of Proposition 4 becomes:
(caq
i
#d)rg( f (a
i
))"j(caq
i
#d )g(a
i
)q
Let u(x)"+r
i/0
g
i
(ax#b)i(cx#d) r~i and v(x)"j(cx#d )+r
i/0
gq
i
xi. This
is equivalent to u (aq
i
)"v(aq
i
) for all i"0,2, n!1.
Suppose "rst c"1. Let b such that bq"!d. Clearly u (bq)"v (bq)"0, i.e.
the polynomials u(x) and v(x) have the same values on at least n#1 points.
Their degrees are at most r#1(n#1: these polynomials must be equal.
Unfortunately, they have not the same degree. The hypothesis c"1 is false
and c"0.
264 T. P. BERGERFor c"0, the degrees of u(x) and v(x) are at most r(n and they take the
same values on at least n points. So u(x) and v(x) are equal and condition 2 of
Proposition 4 is equivalent to g(axq#b)"jg(x)q. Identifying the coe$cients
of xqr gives us j"arg1~q
r
, which completes our proof. j
2.3. Classi,cation of Induced-Cyclic Goppa Codes
We give an explicit description of all induced-cyclic Goppa codes, up to
equivalence under a permutation of the support and conjugation under the
semi-a$ne group (cf. Proposition 3). This paragraph is somewhat technical.
The main result is Theorem 4.
PROPOSITION 5. ;p to conjugation under an element of AG‚(1,K), a
permutation f3A!‚(1,K) of KM is one of the following:
1. f has at least two ,xed points on K, f (f)"fq, q"pl. Moreover, there
exists a power s of f, coprime to the order of f, such that f s(f)"fq{, with
q@"pl{ and l@ divides m. „he order of f is m/l@.
2. f has one ,xed point on K, f (f)"afq, q"pl, with aOfq~1 for all
f3K*. Moreover, there exists a power s of f, coprime to the order of f such
that f s(f)"a@fq{, with q@"pl{, l@ divides m and N
GF(q{)
(a@)O1. „he order of
f divides (q@!1)m/l@.
3. f has no ,xed point on K, f (f)"fq#b, q"pl, with bOfq!f for all
f3K. Moreover, there exists a power s of f, coprime to the order of f such
that f s (f)"fq{#b@, with q@"pl{, l@ divides m and Tr
GF(q{)
(b@)O0. „he order of
f is pm/l@.
Proof. The general expression of f is f (f)"afq#b with q"pl. Let d be
the gcd of m and l, and m@"m/d.
d Suppose that f "xes at least two points of K. The a$ne group
AG‚(1, K) is two-transitive on K: up to a conjugation under an element of
AG‚(1, K) we can suppose that f "xes 0 and 1. This leads to f (f)"fq.
Clearly, the order of f is m@"m/d. Moreover, let s and v be the Bezout
coe$cients such that sl#vm"d. Since s is coprime to m, it is coprime to m@.
Then f s(f)"fpsl"fpd and d divides m.
d If f "xes a single point, we can suppose as previously that it is 0 and
then f (f)"afq. Moreover aOfq~1 for all f3K* since f has no more "xed
points on K.
For all s, f s(f)"(<s~1
i/0
aqi )fpsl. The order n of f is the least integer such that
m@ divides n and <n~1
i/0
aqi"1. Let t be t"n/m@. Let u"<m{~1
i/0
aqi. Remark
that uq"u, since aqm{"a. Moreover, u is an element of K and upm"u, which
implies upd"u; i.e., u3GF(pd). The condition aOfq~1 for all f3K* is
equivalent to uO1. The integer t is the order of u, for f jm{(f)"ujf.
As previously, let s be such that sl,d (mod m), s and m coprime. Let n
1
be
the greatest divisor of n coprime to m. Let n
2
"n/n
1
. By construction, all the
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2
are factor of m. Let w be the inverse of n
1
modulo
m. Let s@"s#(1!s)wm. We will prove that s@ is coprime to n, that is
equivalent to prove that s@ is coprime to n
1
and coprime to n
2
. By construc-
tion of w, s@,1 (mod n
1
), and s@ is coprime to n
1
. On the other hand, s@ is
coprime to m, since s is coprime to m. All the prime factors of n
2
divide m, that
implies s@ and n
2
are coprime.
This gives us f s{(f)"a@fps{l (.0$m)"a@fpd with a@"<s{~1
i/0
aqi. Since s@ is co-
prime to the order of f, the orbits of f s{ are obtained by permuting separately
each orbit of f. The transformation f s{ has a single "xed point and
N
GF(q{)
(a@)"<m{~1
i/0
a@q{iO1, with q@"pd.
It is easy to check that the order of f s{ divides (pd!1)m/d.
d If f has no "xed point on K. The polynomial P(x)"axq!x#b has
no root in K. It is a F-a$ne polynomial associated to the linearized poly-
nomial Q(x)"axq!x. The kernel of Q cannot be M0N, if not, P(x) will be
bijective of K in K and will have a root in K. Then there exists c3K* such
that a"c1~q. We conjugate f by t
c
(f)"cf, this gives us
f @(f)"t~1
c 3 f 3tc(f)"c~1acqxq#c~1b"fq#b@. Without loss of generality,
we suppose f (f)"fq#b, with bOfq!f for all f3K. We obtain
f s(f)"fqs#+s~1
i/0
bqi. The order n of f is the least integer such that m@
divides n and + s~1
i/0
bqi"0. Let u"+m{~1
i/0
bqi. As previously uq"u, since
bqm{"b, which implies u3GF(pd). Moreover, f jm{(f)"f#ju. The order of f is
either m@ if u"0, or m@p.
Let s be such that sl,d (modm), s and m coprime. If s is coprime to n, then
f s(f)"fpd#b@"fq{#b@. If s is not coprime to n, using the fact that
s is coprime to m and n"pm@, this implies p divides s. Set s@"s#m@;
s@ is clearly coprime to m@ and p (if not p divides m@ and s, that contradicts
m@ and s coprime). This gives us f s{(f)"fpd#b@"fq{#b@. The
condition b@Ofq{!f is equivalent to „r
GF(q{)
(b@)O0, and the order of f is
always m@p. j
The following lemma is useful to determine what Goppa codes are equiva-
lent by permutation under the assumption that their supports are single
orbits under f3A!‚(1,K).
LEMMA 1. ‚et G(g,L) be a Goppa code such that its supportL is the orbit
of an element a under f3A!‚(1, K). ‚et s be an integer coprime to the length
n of the code. ‚et L@ be the orbit of a under f s. „he Goppa code G(g,L@) is
equivalent by permutation to G(g,L).
Proof. The support G(g,L) is the set J"M f i(a) Di"0,2, n!1N with
f n(a)"a. Then J"M f i (.0$ n)(a) Di"0,2, n!1N. Since s is coprime to n, the
map iPis (mod n) is bijective from M0,2, n!1N to itself. It implies
J"M f is(.0$n)(a) D i"0,2, n!1N"M( f s )i(a) Di"0,2, n!1N. The supports
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are equivalent under this permutation. j
In order to classify all the induced-cyclic Goppa codes, using Proposition
5 and Lemma 1, it is su$cient to look at the three following cases:
d Case 1: f (f)"fq, q"pl, l divides m, ord( f )"m/l.
d Case 2: f (f)"afq, with q"pl, l divides m and N
GF(q)
(a)O1,
ord( f )"(q!1)m/l.
d Case 3: f (f)"fq#b, with q"pl, l divides m and Tr
GF(q)
(b)O0,
ord( f )"pm/l.
For each case, we have to "nd all the polynomials g(x) of degree r(n
satisfying the relation
g(axq#b)"g1~q
r
arg(x)q (1)
The following lemma is useful for checking whether we have obtained all the
solutions of (1).
LEMMA 2. ‚et f3A!‚(1,K), f (f)"afq#b, and L an orbit under f. ‚et
n be the length of the orbitL and N the greatest common divisor of pm!1 and
+n~1
i/0
qi. „hen there are N(pm!1) polynomial solutions of (1) of degree r(n
without a root in L.
Proof. Since the degree of g is less than n, by interpolation it is su$cient
to know the values of g on the n elements a
i
of the support L. Using the
relation (1), the choice of g(a
0
) and j induces the values of g(a
i
) for
i"1,2, n!1. Note that if g(a0)O0, then g(ai)O0 for all i. There are pm!1
non-zero possibilities for the choice of g(a
0
). For the choice of j, it must
satisfy the constraint gn(a
0
)"g(a
0
). That implies g(a
0
)"j+n~1i/0qig(a
0
)qn. Let
N@"+n~1
i/0
qi. The condition becomes jN{"g(a
0
)(q~1)N{. This equation has
N distinct solutions for each value of g(a
0
).
As soon as the condition g(a
i‘1
)"jg(a
i
)q is satis"ed for each i"0,
2, n!1 (by convention, an"a0 ) then g satis"es (1). There are N(pm!1)
distinct solutions to our problem. j
Notations. In the following theorem, d is a divisor of
m, q"pd, P(x)"<n~1
i/0
(x!a
i
), and a is an element of K. The Goppa poly-
nomials g(x) are de"ned up to a scalar multiplication.
THEOREM 4. ;p to a permutation of the support, the induced-cyclic Goppa
codes G(g,L) are conjugate under AG‚(1, K) (cf. Proposition 3) to one of the
following Goppa codes:
1. Support: L is the orbit of a under f (f)"fq.
Goppa polynomial: g(x)3GF(q)[x],g(x)O0 and deg(g(x))(n.
Length: n divides m/d.
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GF(q)
(a)O1.
Goppa polynomial: g(x),xth(bxv) mod P(x), where
d h(x)3GF(q)[x], h(x)O0 and deg(h(x)(s.
d s"(n,m/d), v"n/s (v divides q!1).
d b3GF(qs) satis,es bq~1"av.
Length: n"sv divides (q!1)m/d.
3. Support: L is the orbit of a under f (f)"fq#b,„r
GF(q)
(b)O0.
Goppa polynomial: g(x),h(xq!x#b) mod P(x), with h(x)3GF(q)[x],
h(x)O0 and deg(h(x))(m/d.
Length: n"pm/d.
Proof. To prove our theorem, we will verify, for each of the three cases,
"rst that these polynomials are solutions of (1), then, using Lemma 2, that we
have all the solutions. j
Preliminary Remark. Under the hypothesis deg(g)(r, Relation (1) is
equivalent to
&j3K* such that g( f (x))"jg(x)q . (2)
Indeed, if we look at the leading coe$cients of each part of equality in
Relation 2, we obtain j"arg1~q
r
and Relation (1) is satis"ed.
Moreover, suppose that a polynomial g(x) of degree greater than n satis"es
(2), then the polynomial g@(x),g(x) (mod P(x)) satis"es (2) and is a solution of
(1). It follows from the fact that a
i
is a root of P( f (x)) for all i, and then P ( f (x))
is a multiple of P(x).
d 1st case: f (f)"fq. Suppose g(x) monic, Relation (2) becomes
g(xq)"g(x)q, that is equivalent to g(x)3GF(q)[x]. All the polynomials of
degree less than n such that g(x)"kh(x), k3K* and h(x)3GF(q)[x] are
solutions and there are no other solutions.
d 2nd case: f (f)"afq. Relation (2) becomes g(axq)"jg(x)q. Set
s"(n,m/d ), v"n/s and m@"m/d. Suppose that an element b satis"es
bq~1"av. By straightforward veri"cation, the polynomials g(x)"kxth(bxv),
h(x)3GF(q), k3K* satisfy Relation (2). We will prove "rst that such a b exists
and then that there is no other solution.
The supportL of the Goppa code G(g,L) is the orbit of an element a3K
under f (f)"af.
Let t be the element of AG‚(1,K) de"ned by t(f)"af. Set g@"gt and
L@"t(L)"(t~1(a),2,t~1(an~1)). Set f @"t~1 3 f 3t, then f @(f)"a@f
where a@"aq~1a. Note that N
GF(q)
(a@)"N
GF(q)
(a). Clearly, L@ is the orbit of
1 under f @.
Following Proposition 3, G(g,L)"Gt(g,L)"G(g@,L@) and L@ is the
orbit of 1 under f @. Then, without loss of generality, we can suppose that the
support L is the orbit of 1 under f.
Under this hypothesis, a
i
"a+i~1j/0qj for all i.
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degree of the minimal polynomial of b.
Proof. Let j be the least integer such that a+ j~1i/0qi is in GF(q), that is
aqj~1"1. Set a@"a+j~1i/0qi. Let v@ be the order of a@, v@ is a divisor of q!1, j is
a divisor of m@, and n"v@j. This implies j divides s, and then a+ si/0qi is an
element of GF(q); moreover, a+n~1i/0qi"av+s~1i/0qi"1. The order of a divides
v+s~1
i/0
qi. If b is a primitive (qs!1)-root of unity in GF(qs), then av"bk for
some k divisible by q!1. We choose b"bk@(q~1), and then bq~1"av.
Let s@ the degree of the minimal polynomial of b, that is the least integer
such that bqs{~1"1. Clearly, s@ is a divisor of de s. This implies
b(q~1)+s{~1i/0 qi"av+s{~1i/0 qi"1. Remark that v divides q!1, and then v divides
+v~1
i/0
qs{i. It follows a+vs{~1i/0 qi"1, then n"vs divides vs@ and s@"s. j
LEMMA 4. v divides q!1. „he number of polynomials that are solutions of
(1) is
M"v(qm{!1) qs!1
q!1 .
Proof. Let A be the greatest common divisor of +n~1
i/0
qi and +m{~1
i/0
qi ;
clearly, A"+ s~1
i/0
qi. This implies
N"A
qn!1
q!1 , pm!1B"AA
n@s
+
i/0
qis, q!1B"A(v, q!1).
Set v@"(v, q!1). The order ord(a) of a divides N, since apm~1"1 and
a+n~1i/0qi"1. Moreover, n is the least integer such that a+n~1i/0qi"1.
Notice that v@ divides +v{~1
i/0
qi, since (+v{~1
i/0
qi, q!1)"(v@, q!1)"v@. It
follows N divides +sv{~1
i/0
qi, then n divides sv@. This implies v"v@ and v divides
q!1.
Applying Lemma 2, this gives us
M"v(qm{!1) q
s!1
q!1 . j
Now, we have to prove that our theorem gives M distinct polynomials g(x).
First, we will look at the solutions of g(axq)"g(x)q, i.e., j"1.
LEMMA 5. Set S
1
"Mg(x),h (bxv) modP(x) Dh(x)3GF(q)[x], h(x)O0,
deg(h)(sN. „he elements of S
1
are solutions of g(axq)"g(x)q, the cardinality
of S
1
is qs!1.
Proof. The elements of S
1
are solutions of g(axq)"g(x)q since g(x)q,
h(bqxvq), bq"bav, and then g(x)q,h(b(axq)v),g(axq).
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1
is qs!1 if and only if, for h(x) and k(x) in GF(q)[x] of
degrees less than s, h(bxv),k(bxv) modP(x) implies h(x)"k(x).
The relation h(bxv ),k(bxv)mod P(x) is equivalent to h(bav
i
)"k(bav
i
), for
all i. Using the fact that a
i
"a+ i~1j/0qj, this gives h(bav+ i~1j/0qj)"
h(b(q~1)(+i~1j/0qj)‘1)"h(b)qi. This is equivalent to h(b)qi"k(b)qi for all i. This
implies that h(x) and k(x) are equivalent modulo the minimal polynomial of b.
From Lemma 3, this degree is s, and then h(x)"k(x). j
Now, let us consider the set
S"Mgk,t(x),kxtg(x)modP(x) D04t(v, k3GF(pm), g(x)3S1N.
Let gk,t (x) be an element of S. It is a solution of (2) for j"k1~qat. Note that
N
GF(q)
(j)"N
GF(q)
(a)t.
LEMMA 6. For 04t(v, all the values of N
GF(q)
(a)t are distinct.
Proof. If w is the least non-zero integer such that N
GF(q)
(a)w"
N
GF(q)
(a)0"1, then w divides q!1, since N
GF(q)
(a) is in GF(q). This implies
successively a+wm{i/0qi"1, n divides wm@ and v"n/(n, m@) divides w. j
From this lemma, distinct values of t give distinct solutions. Moreover, if
k and k@ are such that kq~1Ok@q~1, the associated solutions are also distinct.
There are (qm{!1)/(q!1) distinct choices for k and, from Lemma 5, qs!1
distinct choices for g(x). We obtain v (qm{!1)(qs!1)/(q!1) distinct solu-
tions for our problem, and this is the number given by Lemma 4.
d 3rd case: f (f)"fq#b, Tr
GF(q)
(b)O0. Relation 2 becomes
g(xq#b)"jg(x)q. The polynomials g(x)"kh(xq!x#b), k3K* and
h(x)3GF(q)[x] satisfy this relation.
Under our hypothesis, the length of the code is n"pm/d. Set N@"+n~1
i/0
qi.
Then N@"(+p~1
j/0
pjm) (+m{~1
i/0
qi ), that is N@"(pm!1)/(q!1)+p~1
j/0
pjm. Clearly
+p~1
j/0
pjm,p (mod pm!1); moreover, p and pm!1 are coprime. The sum N@
is then coprime to pm!1, and then the number of solutions of (1) given in
Lemma 2 is (pm!1)N"(pm!1)2/(q!1).
Under the assumption deg(h)(m@"m/d, we can construct pm!1 distinct
polynomial h(x), and we can choose (pm!1)/(q!1) distinct k in
GF(pm)/GF(q). This gives (pm!1)2/(q!1) choices for kh(x).
To complete our proof, it is su$cient to verify that two distinct poly-
nomials kh(x) and k@h@(x) lead to two distinct polynomials g(x) and g@(x)
modulo P(x). This follows from this lemma:
LEMMA 7. Set k(x)3K[x], deg(k)(m@. „hen
k(xq!x#b),0 (mod P(x)) if and only if k(x)"0.
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i"0,2, n!1, ai is a root of k(xq!x#b)a. Let bi"aqi!ai#b for all
i"0,2, n!1. Using the recursive de"nition of ai , this gives
b
i
"a
i‘1
!a
i
"(a
1
!a
0
)qi"bqi
0
.
Let s be the least integer such that b
0
"b
s
. If c"+s~1
i/0
b
i
, then a
js
"a
0
#jc
and a
ps
"a
0
. The length of the orbit of a
0
under f is n"m@p, which implies
s"m@. The polynomial k(x) has at least m@ distinct roots, since k(b
i
)"0 for all
i"0,2, n!1. Under the assumption deg(k)(m@, k(x) is 0. j
This completes the proof of our theorem. j
2.4. Examples
In these examples g(x) are the Goppa polynomials. The variable z is used
for generator polynomials of cyclic codes.
d Case 1. Generally, these codes are the null code, since the length n is
too small: if the degree of g is r, there are r rows in the parity-check matrix
over the extension-"eld K"GF(pm). These r equations over K give mr
equations over the prime "eld F"GF(p) for a length n less or equal to m.
However, there are some non-trivial solutions, for example:
d K"GF(128)"GF(2)[X]/(X7#X#1), f (f)"f2, a is a root of
X7#X#1. L"(a, a2, a4, a8, a16, a32, a64), for g(x)"x4#x2#1, we ob-
tain the repetition code of length 7 generated by z6#z5#z4#
z3#z2#z#1.
It is possible to construct the repetition code for almost all the choices of
GF(pm).
d K"GF(81)"GF(3)[X]/(X4#2X#2), f (f)"f3, a is a root of
X4#2X#2.L"(a, a3, a9, a27), for g(x)"x#1, we obtain the cyclic code
of length 4 and dimension 2, generated by z2#1.
d Case 2. For many cases, the value of v in Theorem 4 is q!1, and
then b"a. The solutions are of form g(x)"xth(axq~1). The xt part of g(x) can
be considered as the &&BCH’’-part, however, note that the length of the code
does not divide pm!1, and these codes are not BCH codes. Moreover the
length n is often not coprime to p.
Here are some examples
d K"GF(64)"GF(2)[X]/(X6#X#1), f (f)"af8, a is a root of
X6#X#1. L is the orbit of 1 under f, n"30, v"q!1"15, s"2
Here are Goppa polynomials obtained by Theorem 4 and who give
non-trivial Goppa codes:
x, x2, x3, the associated Goppa code is generated by (z3#z#1)2.
x4, x5,x6, the associated Goppa code is generated by
(z6#z5#z4#z3#z2#z#1)2.
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f (f)"af16, a is a root of X8#X7#X6#X5#X4#X2#1.
L"(1, a, a9, a10, a18, a19, a27, a28, a36, a37, a45, a46, a54, a55),
n"14, v"q!1"7, s"2
The Goppa polynomials obtained by Theorem 4 and who give non-trivial
Goppa codes are:
x, x2, the associated Goppa code is generated by (z4#z3#1)2.
x3, x4, the associated Goppa code is generated by
(z8#z4#z2#z#1)2.
x5, x6, the associated Goppa code is generated by
(z10#z9#z8#z6#z5#z2#1)2.
x7, x8, 2, x14 the associated Goppa code is generated by
((z15!1)/(z!1))2.
Unfortunately, we have found no non-trivial example for which h(x)O1,
since the degree of g is too high relatively to the length.
d Case 3. Let K"GF(32)"GF(2)[X]/(X5#X2#1), f (f)"f2#a3,
a is a root of X5#X2#1. L"(0, a3, a, a20, a30,1, a29, a18, a8, a17), n"6.
Let g(x)"h(x2#x#a3).
For h(x) equals x or x2#1, we obtain the cyclic code with generator
(z2#z#1)2.
For h(x) equals x#1, x2#1, x2#x or x3#x, we obtain the repetition
code.
As in the "rst case, the dimensions of such Goppa codes cannot be very
large.
3. INDUCED-CYCLIC PARITY-CHECK SUBCODES
OR EXTENSIONS OF GOPPA CODES
In section 1.4, we saw that extensions of Goppa codes and parity check
subcodes of Goppa codes are very similar: both are Alternant codes asso-
ciated to a Goppa polynomial g(x) that gives the scalars v
g,L
, and for which
the scalar k is r#1 (r"deg(g(x)). The only di!erence depends on the fact
thatR is or is not in the support L.
Following these results, in this paragraph, we will study the induced-cyclic
Alternant codes of type A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L) by characterizing their Goppa
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Goppa codes. However, it is easy to construct all these Goppa polynomials.
3.1. Induced-Cyclic Alternant Codes of „ype A
r
(v
g,L
,L)
Applying Theorem 2 to Alternant codes A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L), this gives us the
following proposition:
PROPOSITION 6. An Alternant code A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L) is induced-cyclic if and
only if
1. there exists f3P!‚(2, K), such that the support L is the orbit of an
element a
0
3KM under f ;
2. d
f
(a
i
)rg( f (a
i
))"jg(a
i
)q for all i"0,2, n!1, with r"deg(g(x)),
j"d
f
(a
0
)rg(a
1
)g(a
0
)~q, and q is the power of p associated to f (the &&Frobenius’’
part of f ).
THEOREM 5. ‚et C"A
r‘1
(v
g,L
,L) be an Alternant code such that
deg(g(x))"r(n and g(x) monic.
„he code C is induced-cyclic if and only if
1. L is an orbit under a permutation f3P!‚(2, K).
2. gf(x)"jg(x)q, with j"g(a)O0 if f (R)OR, and j"arO0 if
f (R)"R.
Proof. Assumption 1 is the same in Proposition 6 and in this Theorem.
We suppose that L is the orbit of an element a
0
under f3P!‚(2, K).
Suppose "rst that f "xes R; i.e., f (f)"afq#b. In this case d
f
(a
i
)"1 for
all i"0,2, n!1, assumption 2 of our theorem is g(axq#b)"arg(x)q,
which is assumption 2 of Theorem 3. In that case,L cannot containR(since
n52), this Alternant code is a parity-check subcode GM (g,L) and is induced-
cyclic if and only if the Goppa code GM (g,L) is induced cyclic. This is the same
result as in Theorem 3.
Suppose now that f does not "xR; i.e., c"1.
d Suppose that g satis"es gf(x)"g(a)g(x)q. Let b be such that
cbq#d"0; i.e., f (b)"R.
For all a
i
such that a
i
OR or a
i
Ob, relation gf(x)"g(a)g(x)q implies
gf(a
i
)"g(a)g(a
i
)q, that is d
f
(a
i
)rg( f (a
i
))"jg(a
i
)q with j"g(a).
If a
i
"b, then gf(b)"+r
i/0
g
i
(abq#b)i(cbq#d)r~i"g
r
(abq#b)r
"d
f
(b)rg(R). Relation gf(x))"g(a)g(x)q implies d
f
(b)rg(R)"g(a)g(b)q,
which is the relation 2. of Proposition 6 for a
i
"b.
Now, let us consider a
i
"R. Relation d
f
(a
i
)rg( f (a
i
))"jg(a
i
)q becomes
g(a)"jgq
r
. Note that j"g(a) and g(x) is monic, so the relation 2 of Proposi-
tion 6 is also satis"ed for a
i
"R and C is induced-cyclic.
d Conversely, suppose that the relation 2 in Proposition 6 is satis"ed.
Let u(x)"+r
i/0
g
i
(ax#b)i(x#d)r~i and v(x)"j+r
i/0
gr
i
x.
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on n distinct points: since their degrees are less than n, they are equal. The
value j"g(a) follows from the leading coe$cients of each polynomial.
IfR is in the support L, these two polynomials take the same values on
n!1 distinct points. Moreover the equality g( f (a
i
))"jg(a
i
)q applied to
R gives j"g(a), which implies that u(x) and v(x) have the same leading
coe$cient: since their degrees are less than n, they are equal and Assumption
2 of our theorem is satis"ed. j
Remark. If f "xesR, the only Goppa codes which have an induced-cyclic
parity-check subcode are the induced-cyclic Goppa codes.
The following theorem gives a clearer characterization of the Goppa
polynomials satisfying Assumption 2 of the previous theorem: gf(x)"jg(x)q
for some jO0.
Let g be an element of an extension K@ of K. Let f be an element of
P!‚(2, K). Clearly, f can be considered as an element of P!‚(2, K@). Let
Og(x)"<s~1i/0(x!f i(g)), where s is the length of the orbit of g under f. Sucha polynomial exists if and only if g is not in the orbit ofR.
THEOREM 6. ‚et g(x) be a monic polynomial of degree r.
g(x) satis,es the condition gf(x)"jg(x)q, jO0 if and only if g(x) is a product
of polynomials Ogj(x) for some gj.
Proof. The proof of our theorem is a direct consequence of the following
three lemmas:
LEMMA 8. Suppose that g(x) satis,es Assumption 2. If g(g)"0, then g is
not in the orbit ofR and Og(x) divides g(x).
Proof. Let b such that bq#d"0. We have f (b)"R, f (R)"a, and then
there exists a j such that f j(a)"b. Suppose "rst that gOb. Then we have the
relation gf(g)"(cgq#d)rg( f (g))"(cgq#d)rjg(g)q. So g is a root of g(x) if
and only if f (g) is a root of g(x).
Remember that in this case j"g(a)O0. By induction, that implies
g( f i(a))O0 for i"0,2, j. In particular g( f j(a))"g(b)O0. Moreover,
f (b)"R and f (R)"a: g(x) has no root in the orbit ofR.
Consequently, if g is a root of g(x), f i(g) is a root of g(x) for all i and Og(x)
divides g(x). j
LEMMA 9. Og(x) satis,es Assumption 2.
Proof. By de"nition gf(x)"(cxq#d)rg( f (x)), with r"deg(g). Assump-
tion 2 is equivalent to g( f (x))"jg(x)q/(cxq#d)r .
By de"nition, Og(x)"<s~1i/0(x!f i(g)), then Og( f (x))"<s~1i/0( f (x)!f i(g)).Remark that f (x)!f i(g)"(axq#b)!(cxq#d) f i(g)/(cxq#d). Set p
i
(x)"
(axq#b)!(cxq#d) f i(g). p
i
(x) has a unique root f i~1(g) with multiplicity
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i
(x)"k
i
(x!f i~1(g))q and Og( f (x))"kOg(x)q/
(cxq#d)s : the polynomial Og(x) satis"es Assumption 2. j
LEMMA 10. Suppose that g(x) satis,es Assumption 2. If g(x)"h(x)Og(x) for
some g, then h(x) satis,es Assumption 2.
Proof. If g(x)"h(x)Og (x) satis"es Assumption 2, then
h ( f (x))Og( f (x))"g( f (x))"
jg(x)q
(cxq#d)r"j
h(x)q
(cxq#d)r~s
Og(x)q
(cxq#d)s .
Applying the preceding Lemma, Og (x) satis"es
Og ( f (x))"k
Og(x)q
(cxq#d)s
and
h( f (x))"j@ h(x)q
(cxq#d)r~s
for some j@O0. j
In the remainder, we denote by (S) Assumption 2 of Theorem 3; the
polynomials described in Theorem 6 are those satisfying (S).
As a consequence, we deduce the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 7. ‚et f3P!‚(2, K).
1. If h(x) and k(x) satisfy (S) for f, then hk(x) satis,es (S).
2. If h(x) and k(x) satisfy (S) for f and h(x) divides k(x), then k(x)/h(x)
satis,es (S).
3.2. ‚ink with the Known Families of Goppa Codes with a Cyclic Extension.
Many papers are devoted to the construction of Goppa codes with a cyclic
extension. All these families correspond to Goppa codes associated to cyclic
Cauchy codes (cf. DuK r [4]). In [3], H. Stichtenoth gave a survey of these
results and a complete classi"cation of such cyclic extended Goppa codes.
As an example, we will explain how we retrieve all the Goppa codes given
in Theorem 5 of [3].
Clearly, in this paragraph q"1, f (f)"(af#b)/(f#d) (the support must
be the orbit of the point at in"nity).
Here are cases (1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 5 of [3].
1. Let f (f)"f/((1!a)f#a) . The orbit of R under f is LM "(R,
(1!a)~1, (1!a2)~1,2, (1!an~1)~1). 0 and 1 are "xed points for
f, O
0
(x)"x, and O
1
(x)"x!1. Using Proposition 7, this gives all the solu-
tions xu(x!1)v with u#v(n.
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p
f
(x)"x2#(d!a)x!b. Its roots are "xed points for f in an extension of
degree 2 of K. It is a solution given in Theorem 6, as well as its powers.
3. Let f (f)"f/(f#1). The orbit of R under f is
LM "(R, 1, 2~1,2, (p!1)~1). 0 is a "xed point for F, O0(x)"x satis"es our
condition. This gives xt, for 14t(p.
3.3. Computation of Goppa Codes with Cyclic Parity-Check Subcodes
or Cyclic Extension
In this paragraph, we consider only the solutions associated to a trans-
formation f3P!‚(2, K) that does not "x the point at in"nity.
Our goal is to construct for a "xed transformation f and a "xed "eld K all
the Goppa polynomials g(x) given in Theorem 6. We can limit our search to
deg(g(x))(n since the maximum degree of a Goppa polynomial is less than
the length of the support of the Goppa code, and this length is always less
than or equal to DKD"pm.
Let K and f "xed, f (f)"(afq#b)/(fq#d). Let E be the set of polynomials
g(x)3K[x] satisfying (S).
Following Proposition 7, we know that E is a multiplicative set. To
construct E, it is su$cient to know a generating set of E:
G"Mg(x)3E Dg(x) monic , "h(x)3E such that deg(h)(deg(g),
h(x) does not divide g(x)N
In fact, it is su$cient to found all the elements of G with degree less than n:
G@"Mg(x)3G Ddeg(g)(nN
A "rst idea is to choose an element g in an extension K@ of K and to
compute its orbit under f. Unfortunately, the bounds on the degree of
extension [K@ :K] is too large, and this method is not e!ective.
The following Proposition is very useful for a practical computation:
PROPOSITION 8. ‚et i be an integer less than n, i@ the least integer such that
qi{,qi (mod pm!1). ‚et
f i (f)"Afq
i{#B
fqi{#D
be f i computed in P!‚(2, K), and p
f
i (x)"xqi{‘1!Axqi{#Dx!B be the
polynomial whose roots are ,xed points of f i (in any extension of K).
For all g(x)3G@, there exists a i(n such that g(x) divides p
f
i(x).
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For 14i(n, let
Fi(f)"Afq
i#B
fqi#D
be the ith iteration of f computed in any extension K1 @ of K. Let i@ such that
qi{,qi (mod pm!1) with 04i@(m/s where q"ps. Let j such that
qi"qi{pjm. Clearly, the ith iteration of f computed in KM is
f i(f)"Afq
i{#B
fqi{#D and Fi(x)"f i (x)p
jm.
Let g be an element of an extension K@ of K and i be the length of the orbit.
Let gg(x) be the element of G such that gg(g)"0. g is a "xed point of Fi, as
soon as all the roots of gg(x). This implies that gg(x) must be a divisor of
p
Fi
(x)"xqi‘1!Axqi#Dx!B, since p
F
i(x) is the polynomial whose roots
are "xed points of Fi in any extension.
Let p
f
i(x)"xqi{‘1!Axqi{#Dx!B be the polynomial whose roots are
"xed points of f i. Clearly, since qi{,qi (mod pm!1), the polynomials p
f
i(x)
and p
F
i (x) are congruent modulo xp
m~1!1. Moreover, note that
p
f
i(x),p
F
i (x),B(modx). This implies that p
f
i (x) and p
F
i(x) are congruent
modulo xpm!x and the degree of p
f
i(x) is less than pm.
If p
F
i(x)"g(x)j(x), then p
f
i (x)"(g(x) (modxpm!x))(j(x) (modxpm!x)).
We limit our search to g(x)3G@, and then deg(g(x))(n4pm. Then
g(x) (modxpm!x)"g(x) and g(x) is a divisor of p
f
i(x). j
In the preceding Proposition, the degrees of polynomials p
f
i (x) could be
very large, moreover there are many repetitions of factors. This "rst algo-
rithm gives us a list H of polynomials such that, for any g(x)3G@ there is one
and only one polynomial h(x) in H such that g(x) divides h(x).
ALGORITHM 1. Enter: K and f3P!‚(2, K)
step 1:
Computation of orbits of K under f
‚et n@ be the maximum length of the orbits
n :"inf(pm, n@)
step 2:
Computation of polynomials g
i
"p
f
j (x) for i"1,2, n!1
Set G :"Mg
i
D i"1,2, n!1N
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H :"G
B :"true
while B"true
do
B :"false
for all (g, g@)3G]G, gOg@
do
h :"gcd(g, g@)
if deg(h)51 do
H :"HCMg, g@N
g :"g/h
g@ :"g@/h
H :"HXMg, g@, hN
B :"true
,
od
G :"H
od
Return HCM1N
PROPOSITION 9. „he set H given by Algorithm 1 is such that, for all g3G@,
there exists a unique h in H such that g divides h.
Proof. Each polynomial p
f
i(x) is the product of elements of G@, since it is
an element of the general family E. Computing the greatest common divisor
of two such elements gives either 1 or a new product of elements of G@.
Clearly, g/h and g@/h are also products of elements of G@. Moreover, at the end
of the algorithm, a polynomial g3G@ cannot divide more than one element of
H, since all the gcd are 1. j
Most of the time, this algorithm gives the set G@. Unfortunately, it is
possible to obtain some products of elements of G@. It is necessary to do more
work.
First we will construct an algorithm which needs for entry an irreducible
polynomial g(x)3K[x] and which returns the smallest polynomial
h(x)3K[x] such h(x) is in the set E of solutions of (S) and g(x) divides h(x). In
fact, under the assumption &&g(x) is irreducible,’’ h(x) is an element of G.
If gf(x)"+r
i/0
jq
i
xqi, let us de"ne /
f
(g(x)) by /
f
(g(x))"+r
i/0
j
i
xi; that is,
/
f
(g(x))q"gf(x).
LEMMA 11. ‚et g(x)3K[x] be a polynomial of degree r such that g(a)O0. If
g@(x)"/
f
(g(x)), then deg(g@)"r. Moreover, for all g3K@ (any extension of K),
gOa,
g(g)"0Q g@( f~1(g))"0.
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tion g@(x)q"gf(x), we deduce g@(f)q"d
f
(f)rg( f (f)) for all f3K@. The result is
the direct consequence of the fact that d
f
(f)O0 for all f. j
ALGORITHM 2.
Enter: a monic polynomial g(x)3K[x].
Return: the smallest multiple h(x) of g(x) satisfying (S), if it exists,
&&False’’ if not.
if g(a)"0
Return False
If not
h(x) :"g(x)
k(x) :"g(a)~1/
f
(g(x))
while k(a)O0 or k(x)Og(x)
do
h(x) :"h(x)k(x)/gcd(h(x), k(x))
k(x) :"/
f
k(x)
od
if k(a)"0
Return False
if not
Return h(x)
,
,
PROPOSITION 10. Algorithm 2 gives the smallest multiple h(x) of g(x) satisfy-
ing (S), if it exists, or &&False’’ if not.
Proof. Let R be the set of roots of g(x) (in an extension K@ of K). If
R contains an element of the orbit of R, there is no solution to our problem.
If c is such an element, since a"f (R), for some i we have c"f i(a), and a will
be a root of k(x) obtained at the i-th iteration. The algorithm will stop and
return &&False’’.
If R does not contain such an element c, the polynomial h(x) is
h(x)"<g|6ifi(R)(x!g) (cf. Theorem 6). Clearly, for all g36i f i(R), g is a root
of the polynomial h(x) returned by the algorithm. The division by
gcd(h(x), k(x)) prevents multiple roots in g(x). j
Now, we are able to construct G@:
d Computation of H by Algorithm 1.
d Factorization of each polynomial h(x) of H in irreducible factors.
d For each factor, construction of g(x) by Algorithm 2.
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Set K"GF(32)"GF(2)[X]/(X5#X2#1). Let a be a root of X5#
X2#1, it is a primitive root of K.
Set f (f)"a3f2#1
f2#a29 .
The orbits of KM under f are:
LM
1
"(R, a3, a29, a16, a14, 0, a2, a28, a22, a18,1, a26, a5, a24, a30)
L
2
"(a4, a17, a27, a9, a19, a21, a, a25, a15, a20, a6, a13, a10, a7, a23)
L
2
"(a8, a12, a11)
The orbit L
1
will give Goppa codes with a cyclic extension. The orbits
L
2
and L
3
will give non cyclic Goppa codes with a cyclic parity-check
subcode.
In fact the orbitL
3
is too small and gives only trivial Goppa codes (i.e., 0).
The length is n"15.
Construction of G@.
d determination of p
f
i(x) for j"1,2,14:
p
f
(x)"x3#a3x2#a29x#1
p
f
2(x)"x5#a29x4#a3x#1
p
f
3(x)"x9#a16x8#a9x#1
p
f
4(x)"x17#a14x16#a13x#1
p
f
5(x)"x2#x#1
p
f
6(x)"x3#a2x2#a5x#1
p
f
7(x)"x5#a28x4#a26x#1
p
f
8(x)"x9#a55x8#a7x#1
p
f
9(x)"x17#a18x16#ax#1
p
f
10(x)"x2#x#1
p
f
11(x)"x3#a26x2#a28x#1
p
f
12(x)"x5#a5x4#a2x#1
p
f
13(x)"x9#a24x8#a15x#1
p
f
14(x)"x17#a30x16#a17x#1.
d Result of Algorithm 1:
g
1
(x)"x2#x#1
g
2
(x)"x3#a3x2#a29x#1
g
3
(x)"x3#a2x2#a5x#1
g
4
(x)"x3#a26x2#a28x#1
g
5
(x)"x9#a22x8#a7x#1
g
6
(x)"x9#a24x8#a15x#1
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7
(x)"x12#a7x11#a5x10#a3x9#a6x8#a25x6#a30x4#a13x3
#a10x2#a7x#1
g
8
(x)"x12#a19x11#a24x10#a29x9#a20x8#a10x6#a13x4
#a23x3#a21x2#a19x#1
g
9
(x)"x12#a2x11#a30x10#a27x9#a29x8#a14x6#a22x4
#a23x3#a28x2#a2x#1.
d Factorization of H. The non-irreducible polynomials are
g
3
(x)"(x#a8)(x#a11)(x#a12) and
g
7
(x)"(x4#a14x3#a22x2#a30x#a2) (x4#a8x3#a19x2#a30x
#a16) (x4#a28x3#a9x2#a21x#a13).
d Applying Algorithm 2 to the factors of g
3
and g
7
, we obtain g
3
and g
7
.
The list g
i
(x) for i"1,2, 9 is G@.
Construction of associated Goppa codes.
By exhaustive search, the polynomials who give non-trivial Goppa codes
are g
1
(x), g
2
(x) and g
4
(x). The following table gives the list of generators
polynomials of the corresponding cyclic codes.
g(x) Support: LM
1
, cyclic extension Support: L
2
, cyclic parity-check subcode
g
1
(x) (1#z)(1#z5#z10) (1#z) (1#z5#z10)
g
2
(x) (1#z)(1#z3#z6#z9#z12) (1#z) (1#z#z2#z4#z5#z8#z10)
g
4
(x) (1#z) (1#z2#z5#z6#z8#z9#z10 ) (1#z)(1#z3#z6#z9#z12)
3.4. Conclusion
For the three families of codes, Goppa codes, parity-check subcodes, and
extensions of Goppa codes, we have determined all codes that are induced-
cyclic. However, it is perhaps possible to "nd such a cyclic code for which the
cyclic property is not induced by the associated code over the extension "eld.
In his conclusion, Stichtenoth [3] gave an example. If we consider the
example of the cyclic parity-check subcode associated to the Goppa poly-
nomial g
2
(x)"x3#a3x2#a29x#1, it is easy to check that the Goppa
code G(g
2
,L
2
) is equal to its parity-check subcode, and that it is cyclic even
though it is not in the list of Theorem 4.
However, these two exceptions have a very simple explanation: for many
values of k, the Alternant codesA
k
(v,L) andA
k‘1
(v,L) are equal. This fact
is well-known for BCH codes: for instance in the binary case and d even, the
BCH code of designed distance d is equal to the BCH code of designed
distance d#1. In the two cases, the cyclic property is not induced by the code
CYCLIC GOPPA CODES 281generated by the matrix M
$%’(g)
(v
g,L
,L), but by the code generated by
M
$%’(g)‘1
(v
g,L
,L).
It would be very interesting to "nd non-trivial examples.
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